July the 27th, 2016

REIGN OF DARKNESS
Today, we really live in a time that is described in Bible as a time when “God veils His face”.
Darkness rules everywhere and over everything, and if it wasn’t for intervention from “above”,
which will end the reign of darkness, we as humans would have ended badly. Despite to a lot of
information with a serious and important content that flows towards us, yet it does not lead
individuals to a deeper reflection, not to mention whole groups. It is a perfect example how
darkness has everything under control. Nothing really moves a man, his or her inside, towards
seeking for the Truth whether it is a natural disaster, signs in the sky or testimonies of Church or
government leaders.
As being instructed with The Grail Message and Eternal Laws, there are three groups of humans
living now on Earth. First group are dark ones, lured on Earth from the lower planets through
evil volition and wrong deeds of people. These (thanks to their nature) do harm, and whether
consciously or unconsciously they fight against everything that has something to do with Truth,
i.e. with a life in accordance with natural – eternal laws. Such ones do not feel touched by Truth
because they fight against It, and they feel aversion to everything honest, truthful, pure and
simple.
Members of the second group are good ones. However due to unequal relationships, bad
characteristics or wrong affections the darkness holds them under its own influence so tightly
that despite the fact that their inner feelings often warn them and disagree with their deeds, these
good ones are unable of deeper reflection and make changes in their lives, and they are also not
able to raise their eyes up towards the Truth.
Members of the third group, which is the least numerous, are also good ones and have already
discovered the Truth and try to live in accordance with It. Moreover, they try to spread the Truth
also among others to their own benefit based on the fact that they recognise the natural laws, i.e.
Laws of God. Thanks to these laws, they know the reason behind the entire happening not only in
their own lives but also in the world around them. More importantly, they know how to react and
handle each situation they are thrown into. The darkness attacks members of this group not just
mentally but even physically.
Let us give you some examples: Recently, when I was watching TV, I switched to one TV channel
where a show called "Spiritual Counselling" was aired. It was a channel operated by the Church
so I continued to watch it because I was curious what people in the show would advise their
viewers. There was a priest in the show and he was answering questions from viewers. Someone
asked him:
“Why do you believe in God?”
The priest answered:
“Actually, I don't even know why...”
At least he was honest. What do you think, how many believers after this reply have lost the taste
to go to church, or at least felt resentment to such a Church that does not even really know why
to believe in God? Immediately after priest's reply I tried to answer this question to myself. My
answer was clear: “Because truly in my heart I have the solid confidence that God exists.”
However such reply is the response of spirit but the mind needs another one, which I was also
able to formulate: “Because some laws that were explained by Messengers in The Grail
Message and Eternal Laws, and these laws govern our lives and even the entire universe, these
laws actually work and wherever I look, I find confirmation of their activity, even
confirmation of every word of these Messengers.”

The first answer - response from spirit - various people around the globe can express it,
regardless of their religion or whether they are materialist or not. Those who do not know
aforementioned works (The Grail Message, The Eternal Laws) can hardly express a satisfactory
answer for the mind because it's impossible to give a comprehensive and logical answer without
the knowledge of eternal laws.
Another example from life: A few weeks ago there was a report about mysterious death of wellknown Indian enthusiast of paranormal activities, ghost hunting and hypnosis. The asphyxiation
was reported as cause of death. However there's a catch - he was in the room alone at the time
of his death. Two weeks before his death, he said to his wife that a negative force is trying to get
into him and he is trying to get it under control. His relatives have opinion that he did not
succeed and that his death has to do with these “finer” worlds.
Examples such those reaffirm our above topic about the reign of darkness and even the Word of
The Grail Message. There you can read a lecture, which is entirely devoted to hypnosis. Readers
are warned there not to undergo a hypnosis sessions for this very reason that one does not know
towards what or whom is he or she opening himself or herself. The same goes for meditation!
World events that we are now facing are so eloquent that there is no longer a space for often
used phrase of so-called “wise men”: “After all, these events always have happened in the past
and they are still happening on Earth nowadays”. However, there has never been before such
chaos and turmoil as it is on Earth today! Despite a constant increase of such reports, examples
or suggestions that in fact could some men push forward in search for Truth, the opposite is true,
i.e. there are only a few of those who embark on such journey. All others have always some
excuse – some simply do not want, others do not have time. And those that recognise the Truth
and want to share and give it forward, those are controlled by darkness and they must face
attacks from various directions. Therefore, for the time being even our activities here on our
webpage will be subdued. Instead, we will focus mainly to prepare ourselves in a way that in the
right time we will be ready to spread the Word of Truth among people. That will be the time
when this dark dressage receives a hard punch and people will be more open.
We believe that the time will soon come for the dawn of Truth, similarly as shown in the picture
below.

